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About This Content

Pirate Adventurers

Ahoy Lubber!

With PIRATE ADVENTURERS you can provide your players with new player character options for 5th edition to create pirate
themed characters. These options can be used to play an entire campaign in a pirate setting, or just to provide a player with more

pirate flavored options than provided by core 5th edition materials.

Allow your players to dive into custom backgrounds, equipment, feats and shipboard roles created just for their swashbuckling
pirates and privateers.

This product will allow you to provide your players with additional player character options and equipment for your pirate themed
world:

4 new variant backgrounds for the sailor background

A boatload of pirate weapons & gear

3 new pirate flavored feats
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Shipboard roles for your characters to gain new abilities geared towards naval combat

These materials were designed to be used with 5th edition rules and can be played directly into your 5th edition favorite
campaign.

Converted by: David Brown

Released on April 10, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.4 and higher.

Requires: An active subscription or a Fantasy Grounds full or ultimate license and the included 5E ruleset.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Pirate Adventurers (5E)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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Such great music, and an amazing atmosphere, its a whole new, perspective and I enjoyed it, I urge that anybody can find
something they like about this game! here's my Experience with the game https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=drZrtpl3xPc.
Far Cry Primal is an open world, story driven, FPS game set on pre-historic time (10,000 BC). You play as Takkar, a Wenja
(some kind of a tribe) warrior that is trying to conquer the Land of Oros for his people. Conflict starts when Takkar found out
that Oros is conquered by Udam (cannibal tribe) in the north and by Izila (Sun worshipper) in the south. Far Cry Primal
introduces several new features and an entirely new story 'pattern' compared to its predecessors. You are no longer a badass
rambo-like warrior or a teenager stranded in an island or a remote area. The main new feature is the taming capability. Along
the journey, Takkar was introduced to his skills as a Beast Master, capable to tame dangerous predators and even ride it after
you have reached a certain level. In short, Far Cry Primal is a fresh new idea in the Far Cry series that offers the same gameplay
pattern but with new environment, features, and challenges.

First off, I'm going to talk about the good things. It still has the same gameplay pattern as other Far Cry series - you still have to
conquer 'radio towers' (now called bonfires) and enemy encampments while completing your journey in the main story at the
same time. It still have the same epic graphics like Far Cry 4 but the story pattern is completely new. Hunting has become a
major element in Far Cry Primal since you have to craft everything instead of purchasing it directly from a store. Takkar also
has Assassin's Creeds' Eagle Vision that can track animal tracks, blood scents, and enemy heat signatures. This is vital in helping
you hunt for animals, especially rare animals. If you love hunting games, Far Cry Primal might not be as realistic as an actual
hunting game but it's satisfying enough for me. You will also progress faster compared to previous Far Cry because you'll get
permanent XP boost if you rescued a lot of other Wenja (remember the impromptu events). The combat system is obviously
very different, there were no guns yet so you only have clubs, throwing shards, several different 'bombs', bows, and spears. You
can't butcher the whole base from afar with a .50 cal sniper rifle again, you have to come up close for most of the combat - even
the long bow only give you so much attack distance. Their effort to create their own pre-historic language is also worth
mentioning, I always respect game developers that pay a lot of attention to details in their games.

Now, the bad things. The content is a lot less compared to Far Cry 4 in order to make it 'makes sense'. But come on, the
throwing shards, grappling hooks, animal taming, animal riding, and a ton of other features already don't make sense in the first
place. The 'radio tower' part is also much shorter, you won't need to climb anything. Simply kill several enemies, shoot a fire
arrow and boom, you're done. No more parkour-ing to the top of a tall tower. Map is also smaller-ish (I'm no expert in
measuring virtual stuff) but it's adequate. They really should have put more features in the game. Now, the story. I somehow
feel it's much less engaging and very short. As you see from my gameplay, I finished this game only in 23 hours. That 23 hours
already gave me a TON of time to fool around completing the side quests, crafting everything, complete my beast collection,
and building my village. IMHO, this is the reason a lot of people harshly dismissed this game as a Far Cry 4 re-skin with less
content. The short story, little amount of weapon choice, and the less content disappointed them. The main beast taming feature
simply couldn't make it up to the amount of lost content. To make it clear, the specific 'lost content' for me is the long and
beautifully written story, fighting arena, flying, lots of weapon choices, engaging story, capability to make choices that will
affect the outcome of the story, etc.

But, I still personally love the Far Cry series. I don't really care much about the less content, it's still 23 hours of fun for me. As I
said in my thesis, it's a fresh new idea. An entirely different age, a different combat system, different story 'taste' and basically,
as long as it's a Far Cry series, I don't care about the reviews - I want to play it. As an analogy, same thing goes for the
PAYDAY 2 DLCs, the weapons may be useless and all but as long as it's something new, I want it, regardless of the mostly
negative review. I'm not saying this game is 'bad but buy it', it's good and it's worth it, but don't expect to have the same
experience as the previous Far Cry series. If you're looking for a very long gameplay, go for Far Cry 4, but if you don't mind the
bad things that I mentioned, this game is heavily recommended.. Dont forget that this was a browser game created in 2012, it
can be much better in the future with this steam port. Gameplay is smooth and very fun. Dont be fooled by my played hours, i
have played it for 6 years on browser. Its different than other shooters and deserves a go atleast. You will find it quite fun.. At
first when I saw these 'family kick-back pack (pre-order bonus cars (and guns)), in the game, I couldn't help thinking how crap
and incomplete the game would be without these particular cars!

So, why are they 'extra' cars? - Here's another thing; - I've seen no planes, no helicopters, no trains, no motorcycles, no cyclists,
no ambulances, just police cars and hursts carrying coffins!
  - But, that's about right, since you cannot surrender to the poice, a traffic stop is a death sentance!
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They 'R*' could have done much more with this game, what a waste of potential. I'd have rather have waited till the game was
finished. You cannot tell me - that's it, game complete.. Ther are loads of things missing that should have been in the game.
. 4 Words: DON'T BUY THIS GAME.
Only if you're a Achievement-Hunter or a rich man...
For the first one: Press TAB after the game started and after that
press 1 to kill all enemys in the area. Press 2 to kill the boss instant.

This game is horrible, second worst game I've ever played. The controls
are bad and inaccurate. The graphics are bad, a little bit like a cheap
cartoon. Why the hell do we have to slice vegetables like onions,
cucumbers or tomatoes?! But the worst thing are the terrible sounds.... lee add back the enimes back to sand box
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Another decent grab from the bargain bin. I bit hard to play, but there is a game here. I almost got to the end. The environment
looks nice, and the graphics are ok. It would have been nice if they slowed the fall. That trick would have been a nice effect and
would have added to the production values. At present, when you invariably fall off, you fall for like 2 seconds and make a little
weak splat. More blood, please. Free Idea: Add code to randomly grab images from imgur and make them your life 'flashing
before your eyes' as you fall to your death. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PWR516jdqeQ. This is a fun game where you
can build a farm and talk to townspeaople.. ehhhhhhhh????? ok. Though I do like the game, I can't recommend it in the state it
is in. Maybe I've just been unlucky but my experience has been really hampered by the bugs. The base keeps running out of air,
presumably it's leaking through the airlock. It will randomly stop and then start again. Weird flickering textures on the benches
cause my frames to drop into low 70s. I was adjusting the audio settings and forgot to press back on the wrist display, and when
I checked back some 10 minutes later I'd seemingly accidentally moved some of the sliders, except somehow one of them had
gotten into -3 and was floating to the left of the display. When I moved it back it gave me weird numbers, moving it to the top
got me 4, and it would slowly slide backwards, restarting fixed that though. Sometimes the warning voice AI person won't
actually warn me about comets, though I suppose that could be by design. One of the doors will sometimes become inverted,
meaning that if I set it to automatic it will only open when I'm not near it.

Another issue I've had as a newcomer to this game is that it does not do a very good job of explaining how it works. It cost me a
few precious minutes searching for where in the world that flower pot I just made had gotten off to, only to stumble on it in
some menu that had not ever been mentioned before. And when trying to plant the seed it took me quite a few tries. At first I
correctly assumed I'd just have to shove the seed in the pot, capsule and all, but when I first tried, nada. It took four or five tries
from different angles before the seed would take. In beetween those tries I tried other things as well, I tried popping open the
capsule with my other hand. Dashing it into a wall to break it open. And so on. It almost felt like it was being assumed I already
knew how to do all of this. It certainly was never mentioned how any of these systems work in the tutorial.

Outside of the bugs, I do like the game. It looks good, and it feels good — when I'm not contending with the bugs — the
controls feel nice, I do like the wrist mounted thruster as well. I like the helmet hud display that can be removed by opening the
helmet. I really like the idea of a space survival base building game, but as it is I really spent more time being annoyed than
actually having fun.

I know the devs are aware of the bugs and are working on fixing them, so I will be keeping an eye on the game and revisit it as it
develops. I'll change my review accordingly but until then, it's not getting a recommendation from me.. Wanting a bit more of a
universe as catchy, beautiful and exciting as To The Moon's is natural, its story is so well written that it is impossible not to dive
headlong and get glazed in history. Making a minisode of the doctors was an excellent choice to better understand the company's
functioning, the relationships of the characters and what that universe is like outside of the house and mind of Johnny Wyles, a
more open and comprehensive story that has characteristics of the main game.. Buggy game, Even in the first hour it's clear this
game is very wonky. Also, this game's story seems to be one giant tutorial. Not a good game at all.
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